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Abstract: We propose a method to holographically compute the conformal partial waves in
any decomposition of correlation functions of primary operators in conformal field theories using
open Wilson network operators in the holographic gravitational dual. The Wilson operators are
the gravitational ones where gravity is written as a gauge theory in the first order Hilbert-Palatini
formalism. We apply this method to compute the global conformal blocks and partial waves in 2d
CFTs reproducing many of the known results.
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1 Introduction
Gauge/gravity correspondence (holography) has been very helpful in studying quantum properties
of both conformal field theories and gravitational theories. The original conjecture and subse-
quent works on AdS/CFT correspondence [1–3] provided a detailed prescription to compute the
correlation functions of the CFT operators in terms of the so-called Witten diagrams in the bulk
gravitational theory.
Most of the times the bulk side of the computation uses the metric (Einstein-Hilbert) formu-
lation of gravity coupled to appropriate matter. In recent times there have emerged theories such
as the higher spin gauge theories in three and higher dimensions involving gravity which are more
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naturally expressed as extensions of the tetrad (Hilbert-Palatini) formulation than the metric for-
mulation of the gravity sector. For example, the higher spin gauge theories [4] in three dimensions
are described as Chern-Simon theories with the gauge algebra sl(N,R) ⊕ sl(N,R) inside which
the gravity sector in its Hilbert-Palatini formalism is embedded as an sl(2,R) ⊕ sl(2,R) sector
[5, 6]. Also it is well-known [7, 8] that gravity with negative cosmological constant can be written
as a BF-type gauge theory even in dimensions greater than three. It has been argued [9] in the
literature that Vasiliev’s higher spin gauge theories [10, 11] in four dimensions can be thought of
as an appropriate extension of such a BF-type theory. It appears to be more natural to describe
these theories in this gauge theory formulation than in a metric-like formulation. They also are
expected to describe appropriate conformal field theories holographically [15, 16]. Therefore it has
become an important question to ask how to provide a prescription to compute the CFT quantities
such as correlation functions.
It is well known that the correlation function of a set of primary operators in a (d-dimensional
Euclidean) CFT can be decomposed into its partial-waves. Thus the basic building blocks of the
correlation functions of primary operators in a CFT are the partial waves which in-turn are made
up of conformal blocks.1 For example the four-point function of four scalar primary operators can
be decomposed as:
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)O4(x4)〉 =
∑
O
C12OC
O
34W∆,l(xi) (1.1)
where C12O are the OPE coefficients and the partial wave W∆,l(xi) is
W∆,l(xi) =
(
x224
x214
)1
2
(∆1−∆2) (x214
x213
)1
2
(∆3−∆4) G∆,l(u,v)
(x212)
1
2
(∆1+∆2)(x234)
1
2
(∆3+∆4)
(1.2)
The pre-factor is determined by the conformal invariance and the function G∆,l(u, v) depends only
on the conformally invariant cross ratios u, v. In general dimension (particularly in d > 2 and
when d = 2 restricting to the large central charge c limit) the partial wave W∆,l(xi) is expected to
satisfy two type of differential identities:
(M
(1)
AB +M
(2)
AB +M
(3)
AB +M
(2)
AB)W∆,l(xi) = 0
(M
(1)
AB +M
(2)
AB)(M
AB
(1) +M
AB
(2) )W∆,l(xi) = C2(∆, l)W∆,l(xi)
= (M
(3)
AB +M
(4)
AB)(M
AB
(3) +M
AB
(4) )W∆,l(xi) (1.3)
where M
(i)
AB is the operator representing the global conformal transformation generator acting on
the primary operator Oi(xi) and C2 is the quadratic Casimir of the representation of the operator
O being exchanged in the intermediate channel. The first one is the reflection of the fact that the
partial wave is covariant under the global conformal transformations. The second is the conformal
Casimir equation [17–19].2 These can be solved with appropriate boundary conditions to obtain
1The conformal blocks of course are also an important input into the Bootstrap approach [12–14] to constrain
the dynamics of any CFT.
2If there are non-trivial higher order Casimir operators of the conformal algebra then one has to impose the
corresponding differential equations as well.
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explicit expressions [17–19] for the partial waves. The expression for G∆,l(u, v) in the partial wave
of scalar operators are known in all even d and in particular for d = 2 (in the large c limit) it is
given by [19]
G∆,l = |z|∆−l
[
zl 2F1
(
∆−∆12+l
2
, ∆+∆34+l
2
,∆+ l; z
)
2F1
(
∆−∆12−l
2
, ∆+∆34−l
2
,∆− l; z¯)+ (z ↔ z¯)]
with ∆12 = ∆1 − ∆2 etc., zz¯ = x
2
12x
2
34
x213x
2
24
= u and (1 − z)(1 − z¯) = x214x223
x213x
2
24
= v. One expects that
the partial waves are also computable holographically. In fact the prescription to compute the
conformal partial waves of the CFT in the language of Witten diagrams has been provided only
recently in [20] which involves computing the so-called geodesic Witten diagrams. In this paper
we will initiate addressing the question of how to compute partial waves (and conformal blocks)
holographically in the gauge theory (Hilbert-Palatini) language of Euclidean AdSd+1 gravity.
In the Hilbert-Palatini formulation the gravitational fields, namely the vielbein 1-forms ea
and the spin-connection 1-forms ωab can be packaged into one so(1, d + 1) adjoint valued gauge
connection
A =
1
2
ωabMab +
1
l
eaM0a (1.4)
where M0a and Mab are the generators of so(1, d + 1) with a, b = 1, · · ·d + 1. The parameter l
with dimensions of length sets the radius of AdSd+1 vacuum. The action for the connection A is
in general an appropriate BF type theory [7, 8]. The configurations satisfying
F = dA+ A ∧ A = 0 (1.5)
are the torsionless and locally AdSd+1 spaces. One can couple matter particles as external sources
to the AdSd+1 gravity considering the Wilson line operators for the gauge connection (1.4) in an
appropriate representation of the gauge algebra along the curve given by the trajectory of the
particle [21, 22].
The (global) partial waves constitute the non-dynamical building blocks of any CFT correlation
function. Therefore one expects that they should be recovered holographically without putting
too much information about the bulk theory and its interactions. Indeed, we propose that on
the gravity side the expectation values of certain open Wilson network (OWN) operators for the
connection (1.4) that can be associated to directed trivalent spin-networks such as the one in
Fig.(1) with their end points on the boundary of AdSd+1 compute the partial waves of the dual
CFT.
For most part we will concentrate on d = 2 case. Then the bulk contains Euclidean AdS3
gravity described as the Chern-Simon’s theory with gauge group sl(2,R) ⊕ sl(2,R). In this case
each edge of the spin network is labeled by an irreducible representation (h, h¯) of the gauge algebra
sl(2,R) ⊕ sl(2,R) and we associate to it an open Wilson line in that representation connecting
its end points. The representations of the external legs determine the dimensions of the operators
of the CFT whose partial wave/conformal block we want to compute. We glue together the lines
joining at a vertex an appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of the gauge algebra. We further
project the external Wilson lines on to those states in the representation of that external leg that
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transform in a finite dimensional representation of the twisted diagonal sub-algebra of the gauge
algebra sl(2,R)⊕ sl(2,R). Such states that transform in the trivial representation of the twisted
diagonal sl(2,R) have appeared in the recent literature in the construction of local bulk operators
[23] (see also [24]).
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Fig.1: A trivalent open spin network
We will show that the classical limit of the vacuum expectation value of the open Wilson network
operator corresponding to such a diagram obtained by simply evaluating it in the background of
pure AdS3 geometry satisfies the global conformal Ward identities such as (1.3) when the external
points are taken to the boundary. This is the bulk equivalent of the statement that the correspond-
ing partial wave has to respect the global conformal symmetry of the CFT. We will also establish
that they are solutions to the appropriate set of conformal Casimir equations such as the one in
(1.3). Then we evaluate such diagrams with two, three, four and five end points explicitly in the
limit of the ends going to the boundary of the AdS3 space and reproduce the known results.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we elaborate on the construction of the
open Wilson networks of interest and show that they satisfy the right identities such as the global
conformal Ward identities and the conformal Casimir equations. In section 3 we initiate explicit
evaluation of these diagrams and compare our results with the known answers in the literature. In
section 4 we conclude with a discussion of the results and open questions. The appendices contain
some background group theory and calculational details not presented in the text.
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2 Open Wilson Networks: definition and identities
We are interested in providing a prescription to compute partial waves of correlation functions of
the dual CFTd in terms of the first order action of AdSd+1 gravity. As alluded to in the introduction
the basic ingredients are the gauge covariant and non-local Wilson line operators:
W xy (R,C) = P exp[
∫ x
y
A] (2.1)
where x and y are two points in the space (with a boundary Rd), C is a curve connecting those, R
is a representation of the gauge algebra so(1, d+1) and A is the pull back of the gauge connection
onto the curve C. As usual the symbol P denotes the standard path ordering prescription. Under
a gauge transformation A→ hAh−1 + hdh−1 the Wilson line operator transforms covariantly as
W xy → h(x)W xy h−1(y) . (2.2)
One can consider open Wilson network operators such as the one alluded to in the introduction
where we take several directed open Wilson lines in different representations of the gauge algebra
and glue the ends of any three lines ending at the same point by contracting the representation
indices into the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients relating those representations. Such an open Wilson
network operator will depend on the coordinates of the end points, the representations of each open
Wilson line and, in general, the spin-network N that went into its construction. Let us call such an
operator with N end points WN (x1, R1; x2, R2; · · · ; xN , RN). Then under gauge transformations it
will transform covariantly as a tensor in the tensor product of all the representations (R1, · · · , RN).
We will be interested in only those representations of so(1, d + 1) which are related to the uni-
tary (infinite dimensional) irreducible representation of the corresponding so(2, d) relevant to the
Lorentzian CFT.
In a general gauge theory we cannot hope that the expectation value of such an open Wilson
network operator represents any physical quantity as it will not be gauge invariant. However
the gauge transformations of (1.4) with gauge group SO(1, d+ 1) can be split into two subclasses
representing both Local Lorentz transformations and the diffeomorphisms in the Euclidean AdSd+1
gravity in the Hilbert-Palatini formulation. If we call the generators of SO(1, d+1) as {Mab, M0a}
with a, b = 1, · · · , d+1 where Mab’s generate the maximal compact subalgebra so(d+1) andM0a’s
are like the boost operators of the Lorentz group - then the gauge transformation with parameter in
the subalgebra so(d+1) correspond to (the Euclidean analogs of) the Local Lorentz transformation
of the vielbein ea and the spin-connection ωab.
Furthermore, since our theory is supposed to describe geometries that are asymptotically
AdSd+1 which have a boundary the observables do not necessarily have to be invariant under all
the gauge transformations but only under small gauge transformations, namely, those which do
not have a non-trivial action on the boundary [25].
Now we are interested in computing the partial waves of a correlation function of a bunch
of primary operators of the dual CFT. According to AdS/CFT the dual of a boundary primary
operator is a bulk field. The fields in the bulk transforms in finite dimensional representations of
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the group of local Lorentz transformations. Therefore, we would first like to project the quantity
WN (x1, R1; x2, R2; · · · ; xN , RN) which is an element of the tensor product of the infinite dimensional
representations Ri of so(1, d+1) down to that of the finite dimensional representations of the local
Lorentz algebra so(d+1). This step can be achieved by projecting the ith leg of the Wilson network
operator in the representation Ri of so(1, d+ 1) onto vectors in this representation which provide
the appropriate finite dimensional representation of the sub-algebra so(d+1). As we will see such
special states do exist and their construction is closely related to those in [23, 24]. It will turn out
that one particular component of such a tensor has the leading fall off behaviour, as the points xi
approach the boundary, compared to the other components. This component will be related to
the partial wave of the corresponding primary operators of the CFT.
Having defined the open Wilson network (OWN) operators of interest classically, the next issue
is how to define the expectation value of these operators in the quantum gauge theory. One can
use a path integral definition [26] for this. However we will not attempt to do this in this paper.
Instead we will restrict ourselves to computing the values of these operators in the background of
pure AdS space - which corresponds to evaluating the expectation values of these operators in the
(semi-) classical limit.
For any locally AdS space the corresponding gauge field strength of A in (1.4) vanishes. For
such pure gauge configurations one can take A = g dg−1 locally where g is an element of SO(1, d+1).
Then it follows from the definition (1.4) that such a configuration describes a given space with the
corresponding ea and ωab satisfying the equation:
dg +
1
2
ωabMab g +
1
l
eaM0a g = 0. (2.3)
If we are interested in finding the gauge field A for a given space (with given ea and ωab) we
just have to solve this equation for g and then use A = −dg g−1.3 Notice that the equation (2.3)
for g has a gauge invariance. It is covariant under an arbitrary local Lorentz transformation:
ea → (Λ)acec, ωab → (Λ)acωcd(Λ−1)db + (Λ)acd(Λ−1)cb and g → Λg where Λ is any element of
the subgroup SO(d + 1) and (Λ)ab are the matrix element of Λ in the vector representation thus
defining an equivalence relation between g and Λg. This makes the physical solution g an element
of the coset so(1, d+ 1)/so(d+ 1). Notice also that the equation satisfied by g is equivalent to
dg−1 − 1
2
ωabg−1Mab − 1
l
eag−1M0a = 0 (2.6)
3The integrability condition of the equation (2.3) reads:
[∂µ +
1
2
ωabµ Mab +
1
l
eaµM0a, ∂ν +
1
2
ωcdν Mcd +
1
l
ecνM0c] g(x) = 0 (2.4)
which may be written as:
1
2
[Rµν
ab +
1
l2
(eaµe
b
ν − eaνebµ)]Mab g(x) +
1
l
(∂µe
a
ν − ∂νeaµ + ωabµ ebν − ωabν ebµ)M0a g(x) = 0 (2.5)
Thus any configuration that satisfies the equations F = 0 will lead to a g and the integrability does not impose
any further conditions. In higher dimensions integrability will impose non-trivial constraints as F = 0 is not the
equation on motion.
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This coset element g turns out to be one of the ingredients in our prescription to compute boundary
partial-waves. Before turning to the other ingredients let us point out a relation between Killing
vectors of the AdSd+1 geometry and matrix elements of g in the adjoint representation. It can be
shown (see the appendix B for details) that the components of the Killing vectors (l[αβ])
µ are given
by
(l[αβ])
µ = −l Eµa (R[g−1])αβ0a = −l Eµa (R[g])0aαβ (2.7)
where Eµa is the inverse vielbein and (R[g
−1])αβ
0a
are matrix elements of g in its adjoint represen-
tation.4 We will make use of these facts to establish some differential equations satisfied by our
OWN operators shortly.
The second ingredient is the set of states in the representation space in which a given external
Wilson line is in that transform in a (finite dimensional) irreducible representation of the sub alge-
bra so(d+1).5 We will construct several examples of such states later on in this paper particularly
in the case of d = 2 and make use of them to compute the OWN operators.
The last ingredient in the computation of the OWN expectation values is the Clebsch-Gordan
(CG) coefficients of the gauge algebra so(1, d+ 1). The expressions for these in the case of d = 2
are derived in the appendix A.
2.1 Partial waves of primary operators as OWN expectation value
Now we are ready to provide the prescription to compute various boundary partial-waves in the
classical limit. This can be obtained by simply evaluating the OWN in the flat connection corre-
sponding to the AdSd+1 geometry. Even though most of what we say in the rest of this section is
applicable to higher dimensions we will have d = 2 case in mind as the main illustrative example.
The Wilson line evaluated in a flat connection (corresponding to a locally AdS geometry) is
Pe
∫ x
y A = g(x)g−1(y) (2.8)
This is taken in an irreducible (infinite dimensional) representation of so(1, d+1) - particularly the
one which would correspond to unitary representation of so(2, d) which is the relevant gauge group
of the Lorentzian case – as mentioned earlier. Such a representation is labeled by the eigenvalues
(∆, l1, · · · , l[d/2]) of the Cartan generators of so(1, d+1). On the other hand the representations of
the subalgebra so(d+1) are labeled by the “angular momenta” (j1, · · · j[d/2]). We will label a state
in the finite dimensional irrep of so(d + 1) found as a linear combination of states in the infinite
dimensional irrep of so(1, d+ 1) by |{∆, li} : {ji}, {mi}〉〉.
We are now ready to form OWN operators that transform nicely under the local Lorentz
rotation (LLR) algebra. We start with a spin-network of the type given in the introduction in
Fig.(1). Associate to it a Wilson network operator as prescribed above. Then project each external
4The reader familiar with Killing spinor equation of AdSd+1 would probably recognise the similarity of it with
the equations (2.3, 2.6). The relation between the Killing vector components (2.7) found here is a generalisation of
a similar relation in the Killing spinor context to a more general representation of the local Lorentz algebra.
5An identical problem has appeared in [24] in a closely related context.
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leg with an outgoing arrow with a ket-type state in a representation of LLR algebra and each
incoming external leg of the operator onto a bra-type dual state. This results in an object with
N floating indices (for an OWN with N external legs) each of which transforms either by R[h] or
R[h−1] (depending on the index carried by the outgoing leg or the incoming leg of the OWN). It
turns out that the quantity that satisfies the global conformal ward identities of a partial wave
of the correlation function of primary operators corresponds to one particular component of this
tensor.
2.1.1 Locations of vertices do not matter
Since we are restricting ourselves to computing the expectation values of the OWN operators
classically we simply evaluate them in the flat connection corresponding to the AdSd+1 background.
Now we will show that for this computation the positions of the vertices do not matter. For this
we first note that at each vertex we have the following combination depending on the position of
that vertex:6
Rh1 [g(x)]k1k′1 Rh2 [g(x)]k2k′2 C
h1h2;h3
k′1k
′
2;k
′
3
Rh3 [g
−1(x)]k′3k3 (2.9)
where Rh[g(x)] is the matrix representation of the coset element g(x) that we have defined earlier
in (2.3) and Ch1h2;h3k′1k′2;k′3
is the relevant CG coefficient. Now we use the identity (A.34) in appendix A
to replace this by one CG coefficient eliminating the coordinate dependence of the junction. This
can be done at every trivalent vertex in our spin-network thus eliminating the dependence of the
locations of the vertices as claimed.
2.1.2 Differential equations satisfied
The global blocks/partial waves are expected to satisfy some differential relations as stated in the
introduction. Now we want to show that an OWN such as the one in Fig.(1) will also satisfy the
same set of differential identities expected of the corresponding partial wave. To proceed further
we note the following identities:
g(x)Mαβ = l
µ
αβ(x)∂µg(x) +
1
2
Mbcg(x)
[
ωbcµ (x)l
µ
αβ(x) + (R[g(x)])
bc
αβ
]
Mαβg
−1(x) = −lµαβ(x)∂µg−1(x) +
1
2
[
ωbcµ (x)l
µ
αβ(x) + (R[g(x)])
bc
αβ
]
g−1(x)Mbc (2.10)
where g(x) (g−1(x)) is a solution to (2.3) ((2.6)), lµαβ(x) are the components of the Killing vector
of the background geometry carrying the indices of the corresponding algebra generator Mαβ of
the left hand side. It can be verified that these Killing vectors lµαβ(x)∂µ satisfy the same algebra
as their corresponding algebra generators Mαβ .
The ingredients in our OWN are the matrix elements of g(x) or g−1(x) between a generic
state in the representation of the particular external leg and the state in the finite dimensional
6This is the relevant object when the trivalent vertex has two legs in representations h1 and h2 going out of it
and the one in representation h3 going into it. If the arrows are reversed on all legs then we simply have to replace
the corresponding g by g−1.
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representation of the sub algebra so(d+ 1). It turns out that these quantities in the limit of bulk
point x approaching the boundary of AdSd+1 can be computed (will be done explicitly for d = 2
case in the next section). We can also compute these with either the additional insertions of Mαβ
to the right of g(x) or −Mαβ to the left of g−1(x) depending on the direction of the external leg.
It can be shown (again will be exhibited explicitly for the d = 2 case in the next section) further
that these matrix elements simply turn out to be those obtained by the action of the boundary
conformal transformation of a primary (or descendent) operator on the matrix element without
the insertion in the boundary limit. Now the left hand side of the global conformal Ward identity
is simply given by the boundary limit of sum of the OWN operators with the insertion of the
corresponding gauge generator (Mαβ after g(x) if it is an ingoing leg and −Mαβ before g−1 for
the outgoing one). Using the recursion relations that the CG coefficients are expected to satisfy
it can be seen that this sum will vanish. In the particular case of d = 2 we will demonstrate this
fact shortly. This establishes the identity that under simultaneous transformation of the primary
operators under the global conformal transformations the OWN expectation value is left invariant.
Now we turn to the Casimir equations that the global conformal blocks are expected to satisfy.
Because the partial wave decomposition of a correlation function involves taking the contribution
of one primary (and its global descendants) they are expected to satisfy the conformal Casimir
equation with eigenvalue given by the Casimir invariant of the primary in question. One expects one
Casimir equation for each channel of decomposition of the correlator. In our context this translates
to the expectation that our OWN operator (associated to a spin-network such as the one in Fig.(1))
satisfies a Casimir equation for each (“1-particle reducible”) edge of the spin network graph that
when cut the diagram falls apart into two disjoint pieces (which is the case of any intermediate leg
of a tree-level network, i.e., without closed loops). We now want to argue that this is indeed the
case for our diagrams.
We will use the 4-point partial wave (in the s-channel decomposition) in d = 2 as the illustrative
example. In this case there are two independent quadratic Casimir operators (one for each of the
two commuting sl(2,R) algebras in so(1, 3)). The partial wave is expected to satisfy one Casimir
equation corresponding to the quadratic Casimir of the full algebra so(1, 3). However our OWNs
satisfy two equations - one for each of the two quadratic Casimirs of so(1, 3). It will turn out that
there are two OWNs for each intermediate (“1-particle reducible”) edge (connecting two trivalent
vertices) with the same eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir of the full algebra so(1, 3) related by the
interchange h↔ h¯ in that edge. Therefore any linear combination of these two OWNs will satisfy
the Casimir equation. Then one should be guided by the boundary conditions expected (from the
OPEs in the CFT as one takes the coincidence limits of various vertices). We will comment on
this aspect again later on.
The value of the 4-point network (see Fig. 4) corresponding to the partial wave of 4-point
function of primary operators is 7
Wh,h¯(xi) = 〈〈h1, h¯1; j1, j1|g(x1)|h1, h¯1; k1, k¯1〉〈〈h2, h¯2; j2, j2|g(x2)|h2, h¯2; k2, k¯2〉
7The particular projection on to specific states in the finite dimensional representation of so(3) chosen below
will be justified in the next section.
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〈h3, h¯3; k3, k¯3|g−1(x3)|h3, h¯3; j3,−j3〉〉〈h4, h¯4; k4, k¯4|g−1(x4)|h4, h¯4; j4,−j4〉〉
×Ch1h2hk1,k2,k × C h¯1h¯2h¯k¯1k¯2k¯ × C
h3h4h
k3k4k
× C h¯3h¯4h¯
k¯3k¯4k¯
(2.11)
where the sum over repeated indices is assumed. Then the action of the Casimir differential
operator on the partial wave in eq.(1.3)
(M
(1)
AB +M
(2)
AB)(M
AB
(1) +M
AB
(2) )Wh,h¯(xi) (2.12)
is obtained by summing over three diagrams with the first one with an insertion of the Casimir
operator MαβM
αβ after g(x1), the second one with an insertion of MαβM
αβ after g(x2) and the
third one with one insertion of Mαβ after g(x1) and one insertion of M
αβ after g(x2) with a factor
of two and summing over the α and β indices. Let us consider the Casimir made of {L0, L±1} first
(see appendix A for our conventions on so(1, 3) generators). Then the answer of this sum contains
the following terms:
(L(1)a L
a
(1))k1k′1C
h1h2h
k′1k2k
+ (L(2)a L
a
(2))k2k′2C
h1h2h
k1k′2k
+ (L(1)a )k1k′1(L
a
(2))k2k′2C
h1h2h
k′1k
′
2k
+ (La(1))k1k′1(L
(2)
a )k2k′2C
h1h2h
k′1k
′
2k
= (La(1))k1k′′1
[
(L(1)a )k′′1 k′1C
h1h2h
k′1k2k
+ (L(2)a )k2k′2C
h1h2h
k′′1 k
′
2k
]
+ (La(2))k2k′′2
[
(L(1)a )k1k′1C
h1h2h
k′1k
′′
2 k
+ (L(2)a )k′′2 k′2C
h1h2h
k1k′2k
]
= (La(1))k1k′1C
h1h2h
k′1k2k
′
(L(0)a )k′k + (L
(2)
a )k2k′2C
h1h2h
k1k′2k
′
(L(0)a )k′k
=
[
(La(1))k1k′1C
h1h2h
k′1k2k
′ + (L
(2)
a )k2k′2C
h1h2h
k1k′2k
′
]
(L(0)a )k′k = C
h1h2h
k1k2k′′
(La(0))k′′k′(L
(0)
a )k′k (2.13)
where we denoted the matrix elements of the generator La in the representation (h1, h¯1) by L
(1)
a
etc. and in representation (h, h¯) by L
(0)
a . Substituting this result back into the sum of diagrams
we started with we see that the result is simply given by the value of the Casimir operators LaL
a
in the representation (h, h¯) times the original diagram. It can be easily checked that our digram
satisfies the corresponding Casimir equation for the second quadratic Casimir operator made of
{L¯0, L¯±1} as well. This proof generalises to any spin-network straightforwardly. The identity can
also be generalised to higher dimensions as well - though we will not consider computing this case
in this paper. Finally one just needs to ensure that the right boundary conditions are imposed to
show that our OWN operators indeed compute the partial waves.
Having defined and elaborated on the OWN operators we now turn to computing them ex-
plicitly in the d = 2 case. In the course of this various properties argued for in this section will be
demonstrated.
3 Euclidean AdS3 with boundary R
2
We consider the Eucidean AdS3 geometry with boundary R
2. The metric is
l−2 ds2 = dρ2 + e2ρ(dx21 + dx
2
2) (3.1)
where l is the radius of AdS3 and the ranges of the coordinates are −∞ < ρ, x1, x2 <∞ as usual.
In these coordinates ρ→∞ is the conformal boundary. The Killing vectors of this geometry are:
L−1 = −∂z , L0 = 12∂ρ − z∂z , L1 = z∂ρ − z2∂z + e−2ρ∂z¯
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L¯−1 = −∂z¯ , L¯0 = 12∂ρ − z¯∂z¯ , L¯1 = z¯∂ρ − z¯2∂z¯ + e−2ρ∂z (3.2)
which satisfy the commutator algebra [Lm, Ln] = (m−n)Lm+n, [L¯m, L¯n] = (m−n)L¯m+n, [Lm, L¯n] =
0. Let us choose the frame: e1 = l eρ dx1, e
2 = l eρ dx2, e
3 = l dρ. Then the non-vanishing spin-
connections are: ωa3 = 1
l
ea for a = 1, 2. The equation dg + 1
2
ωabMabg +
1
l
eaM0ag = 0 satisfied by
the coset element g in this case reads
dg + dρM03g + e
ρdx1 (M13 +M01)g + e
ρdx2 (M23 +M02)g = 0. (3.3)
Its solution may be written as
g = e−ρM03e−x1(M13+M01)e−x2(M23+M02) (3.4)
up to a multiplication by a constant group element on the right.8 Written in terms of the generators
of the two sl(2,R) factors in so(1, 3) this reads:
g = eρ(L0+L¯0)e−L−1(x1+ix2)e−L¯−1(x1−ix2) . (3.5)
The basic building blocks of the open Wilson networks are again 〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,m〉〉 and
〈〈h, h¯; j,m|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉. To evaluate these we need the states |h, h¯; j,m〉〉 and 〈〈h, h¯; j,m|.
3.1 Constructing the states |h, h¯; j,m〉〉
We define |h, h¯; j,m〉〉 as follows:9
|h, h¯; j,m〉〉 = λ(h, h¯)
∞∑
n=0
(−1) p2+n
√
(n+p)!
n!p!
√
Γ(2h¯+n)
Γ(2h+n+p)Γ(2h¯−2h+1−p)
|h, n+ p〉 ⊗ |h¯, n〉 (3.6)
where p = j + m and h¯ − h = j ≥ 0.10 We assume that j ∈ Z/2 and thus p = 0, 1, · · ·2j. The
factor λ(h, h¯) is arbitrary constant at this stage - will be chosen to be
λ(h, h¯)2 = (−1)h¯−h (2h¯−2h)!Γ(2h)
Γ(2h¯)
(3.7)
for convenience. Notice that when j = 0 this state is closely related to the one written down in
[23] and for other j advocated for in [24]. These states can be shown to satisfy
(L0 − L¯0)|h, h¯;−j, p〉〉 = (−j + p)|h, h¯;−j, p〉〉
(L−1 + L¯1)|h, h¯;−j, p〉〉 =
√
(p+ 1)(−2j + p) |h, h¯;−j, p + 1〉〉
(L1 + L¯−1)|h, h¯;−j, p〉〉 =
√
p(−2j + p− 1) |h, h¯;−j, p− 1〉〉 (3.8)
corresponding to hD = −j as expected from [27] and therefore form a non-unitary finite dimensional
representation of the twisted diagonal sl(2,R) generated by {LD0 := L0−L¯0, LD1 := L1+L¯−1, LD−1 :=
L−1 + L¯1}. The local Lorentz group SO(3) is generated by {J3 = LD0 , J+ = ±iLD−1, J− = ±iLD1 }.
Then these states can be seen to provide the unitary representation labeled by the angular mo-
mentum j (with the identification |h, h¯;−j, p〉〉 → |h, h¯; j,m〉〉 which we will use interchangeably)
of the su(2) algebra generated by these {J3, J±}.
8This solution generalises easily to AdSd+1 geometry with R
d boundary.
9When the bulk field dual to the primary operator at hand is a gauge field one expects classes of the cap states
reflecting the gauge symmetry [24] – we do not consider this case here.
10When h− h¯ ≥ 0 one can write a similar set of states obtained by interchanging h with h¯ and the order of the
states in the tensor product.
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3.2 Computing 〈〈h, h¯; j,m|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 in ρ→∞ limit
We start with eq.(3.5) with z = x1 + ix2
g(x) = eρ(L0+L¯0)e−zL−1e−z¯L¯−1 (3.9)
Then
〈〈h, h¯;−j, p|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉
= λ
∞∑
n=0
(−1) p2+n
√
(n+p)!
n!p!
√
Γ(2h¯+n)
Γ(2h+n+p)Γ(2h¯−2h+1−p)
×〈h, n + p|eρL0e−zL−1 |h, k〉〈h¯, n|eρL¯0e−z¯L¯−1|h¯, k¯〉
= λ (−z)
p−k(−z¯)−keρ(h+h¯+p)(−1)n+
p
2√
Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h¯+k¯)k!k¯!p!Γ(2j+1−p)
∞∑
n=max(k−p,k¯)
(n+p)!Γ(2h¯+n)
(n+p−k)!(n−k¯)!
(−e2ρ|z|2)n
k−p≥k¯
=
λ e
ρ(h+h¯+p)(−z)p−k(−z¯)−k¯k!Γ(2h¯+k−p)(−1)p/2√
k!k¯!p!Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h¯+k¯)Γ(2h¯−2h+1−p)
(−e2ρ|z|2)k−p
(k−k¯−p)!
2F1(k + 1, 2h¯+ k − p, k − p− k¯ + 1,−e2ρ|z|2)
k−p≤k¯
=
λ e
ρ(h+h¯+p)(−z)p−k(−z¯)−k¯Γ(2h¯+k¯)(k¯+p)!(−1)p/2√
p!k!k¯!Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h¯+k¯)Γ(2h¯−2h+1−p)
(−e2ρ|z|2)k¯
(k¯−k+p)!
× 2F1(k¯ + 1 + p, 2h¯+ k¯, p+ k¯ − k + 1,−e2ρ|z|2)
We would like to take the ρ → ∞ of these expressions. For this we use the well-known Euler’s
identity (see, for instance, [33])
2F1(α, β, γ, x) = (1− x)γ−α−β2F1(γ − α, γ − β, γ, x) (3.10)
Using this we have
2F1(k + 1, 2h¯+ k − p, k − p− k¯ + 1,−e2ρ|z|2) ρ→∞−→ (−1)p+k¯(e2ρ|z|2)p−k−2h¯ k!(p+k)!Γ(2h¯+k¯)(k−k¯−p)!Γ(2h¯−p)
2F1(k¯ + 1 + p, 2h¯+ k¯, p+ k¯ − k + 1,−e2ρ|z|2) ρ→∞−→ (−1)k(e2ρ|z|2)−k¯−2h¯ (k¯−k+p)!Γ(2h¯+k−p)Γ(2h¯−p)(p+k¯)!
(3.11)
When we take the ρ→∞ limit both the cases reduce to the same expression given by
〈〈h, h¯;−j, p|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 → λ(−1)−p/2 eρ(h−3h¯+p)z−2h¯z¯−2h¯zp−k z¯−k¯√
k!k¯!Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h¯+k¯)Γ(2j+1−p)p!
Γ(2h¯+k¯)Γ(2h¯−p+k)
Γ(2h¯−p)
+ · · ·
At this point let us note that since p runs from 0 to 2j the leading terms in the ρ→∞ limit comes
by setting p = 2j which goes as e−ρ(h+h¯) and lower values of p lead to sub-leading terms in this
limit. Therefore, the special case of p = 2j should correspond to insertion of a primary operator
at the corresponding boundary point. To substantiate this we now show that the matrix element
〈〈h, h¯; j,m|g(x)Mαβ|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 is the conformal transformation of the answer without the insertion
of Mαβ . By explicit computation of eqs.(2.10) we find
g(x)L−1 = −∂zg(x)
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g(x)L0 = −z∂zg(x) + 1
2
(∂ρ + (L0 − L¯0))g(x) = (−z∂z + L0)g(x)
g(x)L1 = −z2∂zg(x) + z(∂ρ + (L0 − L¯0))g(x) + e−ρ(L1 + L¯−1)g(x) + e−2ρ∂z¯g(x)
g(x)L¯−1 = −∂z¯g(x)
g(x)L¯0 = −z¯∂z¯g(x) + 1
2
(∂ρ − (L0 − L¯0))g(x)
g(x)L¯1 = −z¯2∂z¯g(x) + z¯(∂ρ − (L0 − L¯0))g(x) + e−ρ(L−1 + L¯1)g(x) + e−2ρ∂zg(x) (3.12)
Notice that the terms leading in ρ→∞ limit do not mix different states in the irrep of the twisted
diagonal sl(2,R) whereas the sub-leading ones do. Using matrix elements just computed we can
write down the effect of insertion of −Ln’s and −L¯n’s. We find:
− 〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)L−1|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 = ∂z〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉
−〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)L0|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 = (z∂z + h)〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉
−〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)L1|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 = (z2∂z + 2zh)〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉
−〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)L¯−1|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 = ∂z¯〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉
−〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)L¯0|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 = (z¯∂z¯ + h¯)〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉
−〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)L¯1|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 = (z¯2∂z¯ + 2z¯h¯)〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 (3.13)
in the ρ → ∞ limit – establishing their transformation properties as primaries under the corre-
sponding conformal transformation (see for instance [28]). What this means is that the functions
〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉 in the ρ → ∞ limit provide a representation of the conformal algebra
sl(2,R)⊕ sl(2,R) – the first factor acting on z and the second factor acting on z¯. Remarkably the
representation (for either the holomorphic or the antiholomorphic part) that we find here is the
same as the one used in [29] (see also [27]) in the study of unitary irreps of sl(2,R) algebra around
z →∞ in the complex plane.
3.3 Computing 〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,m〉〉 in ρ→∞ limit
This can also be computed and the calculation is simpler than the previous one. Starting with
g−1(x) = ez¯L¯−1ezL−1e−ρ(L0+L¯0) (3.14)
we obtain
〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,m〉〉
= λ
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n+ p2
√
(n+p)!
n!p!
√
Γ(2h¯+n)
Γ(2h+n+p)Γ(2h¯−2h+1−p)
〈h, k|ezL−1e−ρL0 |h, n+ p〉〈h¯, k¯|ez¯L¯−1e−ρL¯0 |h¯, n〉
= λ(−1)p/2e−ρ(h+h¯+p)
√
Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h¯+k¯)k!k¯!
p!Γ(2h¯−2h+1−p)
min(k−p,k¯)∑
n=0
(−e−2ρ|z|−2)n
n!(k¯−n)!Γ(2h+n+p)(k−n−p)!
= λ(−1)p/2 e−ρ(h+h¯+p)
Γ(2h+p)
√
k!k¯!Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h¯+k¯)
p!Γ(2h¯−2h+1−p)
zk−p
(k−p)!
z¯k¯
k¯! 2
F1[−k¯,−k + p, 2h+ p;−e−2ρ|z|−2]
ρ→∞
=
λ(−1)p/2 e−ρ(h+h¯+p)
Γ(2h+p)
zk−p
(k−p)!
z¯k¯
k¯!
√
k!k¯!Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h¯+k¯)
p!Γ(2h¯−2h+1−p)
+O(e−ρ(h+h¯+p+1)) (3.15)
Let us note that the leading term from this leg comes from p = 0 (m = −j) which again goes as
e−ρ(h+h¯) and higher values of p give sub-leading terms in the ρ→ ∞ limit. In this case the p = 0
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answer corresponds to insertion of a primary with dimensions (h, h¯) at the boundary point. This
can again be seen on similar lines as before by first observing the identities (2.10):
L−1g
−1(x) = ∂zg
−1(x)
L0g
−1(x) = z∂zg
−1(x)− 1
2
(∂ρg
−1(x)− g−1(x)(L0 − L¯0))
L1g
−1(x) = z2∂zg
−1(x) + z(−∂ρg−1(x) + g−1(x)(L0 − L¯0)) + e−ρg−1(x)(L1 + L¯−1)− e−2ρ∂z¯g−1(x)
L¯−1g
−1(x) = ∂z¯g
−1(x)
L¯0g
−1(x) = z¯∂z¯g
−1(x)− 1
2
(∂ρg
−1(x) + g−1(x)(L0 − L¯0))
L¯1g
−1(x) = z¯2∂z¯g
−1(x)− z¯(∂ρg−1(x) + g−1(x)(L0 − L¯0)) + e−ρg−1(x)(L−1 + L¯1)− e−2ρ∂zg−1(x)
Using these we can show as ρ→∞ that:
〈h, h¯; k, k¯|L−1g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉 = ∂z〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉
〈h, h¯; k, k¯|L0g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉 = (z∂z + h)〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉
〈h, h¯; k, k¯|L1g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉 = (z2∂z + 2zh)〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉
〈h, h¯; k, k¯|L¯−1g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉 = ∂z¯〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉
〈h, h¯; k, k¯|L¯0g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉 = (z¯∂z¯ + h¯)〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉
〈h, h¯; k, k¯|L¯1g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉 = (z¯2∂z¯ + 2z¯h¯)〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉 (3.16)
This again means that the functions 〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉 in the ρ→∞ limit also provide
a representation of the algebra sl(2,R)⊕sl(2,R). Again the (anti-) holomorphic part has appeared
in [27, 29].
The last ingredient we want is the CG coefficients of unitary irreducible positive discrete series
representations [29] of sl(2,R). These have been known for a long time [30] which we rework in
the appendix A using our conventions. These are given as
Ch1h2;h3k1k2;k3 = 〈h1, h2; k1, k2|h1, h2; h3, k3〉 =
1∏3
i=1
√
ki!(Γ(2hi + ki)
f(k1, k2; k3) (3.17)
with f(k1, k2; k3) are as given by (A.31) in the Appendix A. We will not fix the normalisation as
we do not need it in this paper.
Finally we are ready to put together various components of our OWN diagrams with N external
legs with the corresponding representations (hi, h¯i) and compute them explicitly. The final answer
will be proportion to e−ρ
∑N
i=1 hi × e−ρ ∑Ni=1 h¯i times a function that is a product of a holomorphic
part and an anti-holomorphic part. Let us now summarise the rules to compute the holomorphic
part:
• For each in-going external leg in representation (hi, h¯i) we associate the factor:[
ihiz−2hi−kii
√
Γ(2hi+ki)
ki!Γ(2hi)
]
• For each out-going external leg in representation (hi, h¯i) associate the factor[
(−i)hizkii
√
Γ(2hi+ki)
ki!Γ(2hi)
]
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• For each trivalent vertex with two in-going (out-going) edges in representations (hm, h¯m),
(hn, h¯n) and one out-going (in-going) edge in the representation (hl, h¯l) we associate a CG
coefficient Chmhn;hlkmkn;kl .
• Finally sum over all repeated kis.
The rules to compute the anti-holomorphic factor in the OWN are simply obtained from the above
ones by replacing hi → h¯i, ki → k¯i and then complex conjugating the rest. The boundary CFT
answers are the same as the OWN answers but for the ρ-dependent pre-factors.
3.4 The 2-point function recovered
The 2-point function of two primary operators in a CFT is completely determined by the symme-
tries and therefore it is our simplest partial wave. We should be able to derive it from the simplest
OWN which is just a line with the end points approaching the boundary.
✲
x1 x2
(h, h¯)〈〈hh¯; j, j| |h, h¯; j,−j〉〉
Fig.2: Spin network for 2-point function
According to our prescription it is given by
〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x1)g−1(x2)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉
=
∞∑
k,k¯=0
〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(x1)|h, h¯; k, k¯〉〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x2)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉
ρ1=ρ2=ρ→∞
=
λ2
(−1)−jΓ(2h¯)
Γ(2h)(2j)!
z−2h1 z¯
−2h¯
1
∞∑
k,k¯=0
Γ(2h+ k)
k!Γ(2h)
(
z2
z1
)k
Γ(2h¯+ k¯)
k¯!Γ(2h¯)
(
z¯2
z¯1
)k¯
=
e−2ρ(h+h¯)
(z1 − z2)2h(z¯1 − z¯2)2h¯
(3.18)
where we have used the value of λ as in (3.7). Therefore the correctly normalised 2-point function
is obtained by taking
〈O(h,h¯)(z1, z¯1)O(h,h¯)(z2, z¯2)〉 = e2ρ(h+h¯)〈〈h, h¯; j, j|g(z1, z¯1, ρ)g−1(z2, z¯2, ρ)|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉
∣∣
ρ→∞
=
1
(z1 − z2)2h(z¯1 − z¯2)2h¯
(3.19)
It should be clear that when we consider the 2-point function of primaries with different conformal
dimensions the corresponding Wilson line vanishes as the Wilson line operator does not change the
representation of the state 〈〈hh¯; j, j| (|h, h¯; j,−j〉〉) when it acts to the left (right) and the resultant
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overlap simply vanishes as the representations (h1, h¯1) and (h2, h¯2) will be orthogonal when h1 6= h2
or h¯1 6= h¯2.
Note that this computation suggests that the dual to the state 〈〈h, h¯; j,m| should be taken to
be |h, h¯; j,−m〉〉. This is not an unreasonable choice as the conformal transformation that takes the
representation provided by the functions 〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,m〉〉 to the representation provided
by 〈h, h¯; k, k¯|g−1(x)|h, h¯; j,m〉〉 is z → −1/z, z¯ → −1/z¯. In polar coordinates on the complex
plane this is r → 1/r which corresponds to the time-reversal operation on the cylinder under the
state-operator correspondence. It is well known that the time-reversal operation acts on angular
momentum eigenstates in this fashion.
3.5 The 3-point function recovered
We can now turn to computing the 3-point function which is also a partial wave on its own. For
this we consider a three pronged Open Wilson Network as given below:
 
 ✠
 
 
❅
❅
❅❅
■
✛
(h
1 , h¯
1 )
(h
2
,¯ h
2
)
(h3, h¯3)
〈〈h2, h¯2; j2,−j2|
〈〈h1h¯1; j1,−j1|
|h3, h¯3; j3, j3〉〉
Fig.3: Spin network for CFT 3-point function
Following our prescription we associate the following answer to this diagram:
∞∑
ki=0
[
(−1)−h12 e−ρh1zk11
√
Γ(2h1 + k1)
k1!Γ(2h1)
]
×
[
(−1)−h22 e−ρh2zk22
√
Γ(2h2 + k2)
k2!Γ(2h2)
]
×
[
(−1)h32 e−ρh3z−2h3−k33
√
Γ(2h3 + k3)
k3!Γ(2h3)
]
× Ch1h2h3k1k2k3
×
∞∑
k¯i=0
[
(−1) h¯12 e−ρh¯1 z¯k¯11
√
Γ(2h¯1 + k¯1)
k¯1!Γ(2h¯1)
]
×
[
(−1) h¯22 e−ρh¯2 z¯k¯22
√
Γ(2h¯2 + k¯2)
k¯2!Γ(2h¯2)
]
×
[
(−1)− h¯32 e−ρh¯3 z¯−2h¯3−k¯33
√
Γ(2h¯3 + k¯3)
k¯3!Γ(2h¯3)
]
× C h¯1h¯2h¯3
k¯1k¯2k¯3
(3.20)
Clearly the answer is a product of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic pieces each of which can be
computed separately. The holomorphic part can be summed to obtain:
∞∑
ki=0
[
(−1)−h12 e−ρh1zk11
√
Γ(2h1 + k1)
k1!Γ(2h1)
]
×
[
(−1)−h22 e−ρh2zk22
√
Γ(2h2 + k2)
k2!Γ(2h2)
]
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×
[
(−1)h32 e−ρh3z−2h3−k33
√
Γ(2h3 + k3)
k3!Γ(2h3)
]
× Ch1h2h3k1k2k3
∼ 1
(z1 − z2)h1+h2−h3(z2 − z3)h2+h3−h1(z3 − z1)h3+h1−h2 (3.21)
The details of this calculation are relegated to the appendix C. Similarly the the anti-holomorphic
part will give an answer proportional to
1
(z¯1 − z¯2)h¯1+h¯2−h¯3(z¯2 − z¯3)h¯2+h¯3−h¯1(z¯3 − z¯1)h¯3+h¯1−h¯2
(3.22)
Multiplying both these factors together one recovers the precise coordinate behaviour of the 3-point
function of primaries in the CFT.
3.6 The 4-point partial wave recovered
For this we consider the OWN in Fig.(4) below:
 
 ✒
 
 
❅
❅
❅❅❘
✲  
 
  
✒
❅
❅
❅❅
❘
(h
1 , h¯
1 )
(h
2
, h¯
2
) (h
3 , h¯
3 )
(h
4
, h¯
4
)
(h, h¯)
〈〈h1, h¯1; j1; j1|
〈〈h2, h¯2; j2; j2| |h3, h¯3; j3;−j3〉〉
|h4, h¯4; j4;−j4〉〉
Fig.4: Partial Wave of 4-point function
whose answer is∑
ki,k¯i
〈〈h1, h¯1; j1, j1|g(x1)|h1, h¯1; k1, k¯1〉 × 〈〈h2, h¯2; j2, j2|g(x2)|h2, h¯2; k2, k¯2〉
×〈h3, h¯3; k3, k¯3|g−1(x3)|h3, h¯3; j3,−j3〉〉 × 〈h4, h¯4; k4, k¯4|g−1(x4)|h4, h¯4; j4,−j4〉〉
×
∑
k,k¯
Ch1h2hk1k2k × Chh3h4kk3k4 × C h¯1h¯2h¯k¯1k¯2k¯ × C
h¯h¯3h¯4
k¯k¯3k¯4
(3.23)
where xi = (zi, z¯i, ρ → ∞). One can in principle compute this quantity and recover the full
coordinate dependence of this 4-point partial wave (as guaranteed by the differential relations
we had established earlier). However to simplify the presentation and as it is standard we take
z1 → ∞, z2 → 1, z3 → z and z4 → 0. Then the partial wave in the decomposition of the 4-point
function of four primaries of dimensions (hi, h¯i) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 takes the form:
W(h,h¯)(x) = z
−2h1
1 z¯
−2h¯1
1 G(h,h¯)(z) (3.24)
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From the CFT it is known that G takes the following form:
G(h,h¯)(z, z¯) ∼ z−h3−h4 z¯−h¯3−h¯4Fh(z)F¯h¯(z¯) (3.25)
where F and F¯ are supposed to be the corresponding conformal blocks. We can now compute
using our prescription this partial wave and hence the blocks. When we set z1 → ∞, z2 → 1,
z3 → z and z4 → 0 then each component in the above expression simplifies as follows:
〈〈h1, h¯1; j1, j1|g(x1)|h1, h¯1; k1, k¯1〉 → (−1)
h1
2 e−ρh1z−2h11 δk1,0 × (−1)−
h¯1
2 e−ρh¯1 z¯−2h¯11 δk¯1,0
〈〈h2, h¯2; j2, j2|g(x2)|h2, h¯2; k2, k¯2〉 → (−1)
h2
2 e−ρh2
√
Γ(2h2+k2)
k2!Γ(2h2)
× (−1)− h¯22 e−ρh¯2
√
Γ(2h¯2+k¯2)
k¯2!Γ(2h¯2)
〈h3, h¯3; k3, k¯3|g−1(x3)|h3, h¯3; j3,−j3〉〉 → (−1)−
h3
2 e−ρh3zk3
√
Γ(2h3+k3)
k3!Γ(2h3)
× (−1) h¯32 e−ρh¯3 z¯k¯3
√
Γ(2h¯3+k¯3)
k¯3!Γ(2h¯3)
〈h4, h¯4; k4, k¯4|g−1(x4)|h4, h¯4; j4,−j4〉〉 → (−1)−
h4
2 e−ρh4δk4,0 × (−1)
h¯4
2 e−ρh¯4δk¯4,0 (3.26)
We now need the CG coefficients which again fall into different cases. Let us first assume that we
have h1 + h2 ≥ h and h3 + h4 ≥ h. In this case the relevant CG coefficients are
Ch1,h2,h0,k2,k ∼ δh1+h2+k2−h−k × Γ(k−k2)√Γ(2h1) ×
√
k2!Γ(2h2+k2)
k!Γ(2h+k)
(3.27)
Ch,h3,h4k,k3,0 ∼ δh3+h4+k3−h−k × Γ(k−k3)√Γ(2h4) ×
√
k3!Γ(2h3+k3)
k!Γ(2h+k)
(3.28)
The holomorphic part of (3.23) becomes
∼ (−1) 12 (h1+h2−h3−h4)e−ρ(h1+h2+h3+h4)z−2h1
∑
ki,k
√
Γ(2h2+k2)
k2!Γ(2h2)
√
Γ(2h3+k3)
k3!Γ(2h3)
zk3
×δh1+h2−h+k2−k Γ(k−k2)√Γ(2h1) ×
√
k2!Γ(2h2+k2)
k!Γ(2h+k)
× δh3+h4+k3−h−k × Γ(k−k3)√Γ(2h4) ×
√
k3!Γ(2h3+k3)
k!Γ(2h+k)
∼ e−ρ(h1+h2+h3+h4)z−2h11
∞∑
k=0
Γ(h−h1+h2+k)Γ(h+h3−h4+k)
Γ(2h+k)
zk
∼ e−ρ(h1+h2+h3+h4)z−2h11 zh−h3−h42F1[h− h1 + h2, h+ h3 − h4, 2h, z]
(3.29)
where in the second step we carried out the sums over k2 and k3 using the Kronecker deltas. One
gets for the anti-holomorphic part
∼ e−ρ(h¯1+h¯2+h¯3+h¯4)z¯−2h¯11 z¯h¯−h¯3−h¯42F1[h¯− h¯1 + h¯2, h¯+ h¯3 − h¯4, 2h¯, z¯]. (3.30)
Comparing our answer with (3.24, 3.25) we recover the well-known answer [31] for the 4-point
spinning global conformal block
Fh(z) ∼ zh 2F1[h− h1 + h2, h+ h3 − h4, 2h, z]
F¯h¯(z¯) ∼ z¯h¯ 2F1[h¯− h¯1 + h¯2, h¯+ h¯3 − h¯4, 2h¯, z¯] (3.31)
As mentioned above in this calculation we have assumed h ≤ h3 + h4 and h ≤ h1 + h2. There are
three other possibilities which can also be computed easily using the appropriate expressions of
the CG coefficients (A.31) to give answers exactly of the same form.
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Note that what we have computed satisfies two independent conformal Casimir equations
– one for each of the two sl(2,R) factors in the 2d global conformal algebra with eigenvalues
2h(h− 1) and 2h¯(h¯− 1) respectively. The global partial wave however is supposed to satisfy one
conformal Casimir equation with the Casimir operator given by the sum of these two Casimirs
with eigenvalue 2h(h − 1) + 2h¯(h¯ − 1). This eigenvalue is invariant under h ↔ h¯. The OWN
considered above continues to be a solution to this one Casimir equation. But there is a second
independent solution with the same eigenvalue obtained from the above OWN by interchanging
h with h¯. Therefore any linear combination of these two OWNs would provide a solution to the
conformal Casimir equation. A basis in this space of solutions can be taken to be the symmetric
and the antisymmetric combinations under h ↔ h¯. As advocated, say, in [19] the symmetric
combination is the one satisfying the appropriate boundary conditions. This in our context gives
us the G∆,l(z, z¯) given by z
−h3−h4 z¯−h¯3−h¯4 times :
|z|∆−l [zl 2F1[∆−l2 − h12, ∆−l2 − h34,∆− l, z]2F1[∆+l2 − h12, ∆+l2 − h34,∆+ l, z¯] + (z → z¯, hij → h¯ij)]
(3.32)
where hij = hi − hj etc. and ∆ = h+ h¯, l = h− h¯. This is our final answer for the 4-point partial
wave of primaries and clearly matches with (1.4) when we take hi = h¯i as it is appropriate for
scalar operators in the external legs and satisfies the same boundary conditions as z, z¯ → 0.11
3.7 The 5-point conformal block recovered
The last example we consider here is the conformal partial wave that appears in the pants de-
composition of the 5-point function of primaries. For this we consider the following Open Wilson
Network (Fig. 5).
✲∞
❄
1
✲
❄
z3
✲ ✲
✻
z4
0〈〈h1, h¯1; j1; j1|
(h1, h¯1)
(h
2
,h¯
2
)
(h
3
,h¯
3
)
(h, h¯) (h′, h¯′)
(h
4
,h¯
4
)
(h5, h¯5)
|h5, h¯5; j5;−j5〉〉
|h 2
,h¯
2
;j
2
;j
2
〉〉
|h 3
,h¯
3
;j
3
;j
3
〉〉
|h 3
,h¯
4
;j
4
;−
j 4
〉〉
Fig.5: A Partial Wave of 5-point function
11We have considered in here the case of the boundary conditions imposed when cross ratios (z, z¯) approach zero.
One can similarly consider diagrams that compute blocks with boundary conditions imposed as (z, z¯) approaches
(1, 1) or (∞,∞).
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The value of the holomorphic part of this diagram is up to a factor e−ρ(h1+h2+h3+h4+h5):
∼ z−2h33
∑
k2,k3,k4,k,k′
Ch1h2;h0k2;k
√
Γ(2h2+k2)
k2!Γ(2h2)
Chh3;h
′
kk3;k′
√
Γ(2h3+k3)
k3!Γ(2h3)
Ch4h5;h
′
k40;k′
√
Γ(2h4+k4)
k4!Γ(2h4)
z−k33 z
k4
4 (3.33)
Let us further assume that h1 + h2 ≥ h, h + h3 ≥ h′ and h4 + h5 ≥ h′.12 The CG coefficients are
given by
Ch1,h2,h0,k2,k ∼ δh1+h2+k2−h−k Γ(k−k2)√Γ(2h1)
√
k2!Γ(2h2+k2)
k!Γ(2h+k)
Ch4h5;h
′
k40;k′
∼ δh4+h5+k4−h′−k′ Γ(k
′−k4)√
Γ(2h5)
√
k4!Γ(2h4+k4)
k′!Γ(2h′+k′)
(3.34)
and
Chh3;h
′
kk3;k′
= δh+h3−h′+k+k3−k′
Γ(k′−k3)k3!Γ(2h3+k+k3)Γ(h+h′−h3)√
k!k3!k′!Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h3+k3)Γ(2h′+k′)
×3F2
( −k,−k′, 2h+ k + k3 − k′
1 + k3 − k′, 1− 2h3 − k − k3 ; 1
)
(3.35)
Then the value of 5-point block thus becomes
z−2h33
∑
k,k′
∑
k2,k3,k4
z−k33 z
k4
4 3F2
( −k,−k′, 2h+ k + k3 − k′
1 + k3 − k′, 1− 2h3 − k − k3 ; 1
)
×Γ(k−k2)Γ(k′−k4)Γ(k′−k3)Γ(2h3+k+k3)Γ(2h2+k2)Γ(2h4+k4)Γ(h+h′−h3)
k!k′!Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h′+k′)
×δh1+h2+k2−h−k δh4+h5+k4−h′−k′ δh+h3−h′+k+k3−k′ (3.36)
The 5-point global block has been computed recently using the CFT methods in [32] and to compare
with their answer we write above expression as
z−2h33 z
h−h3−h′
3 z
h′−h4−h5
4
∑
k,k′
∑
k2,k3,k4
q−h3−k3+h4+k4+h5−h1 q
h4+k4+h5−h′
2
×3F2
( −k,−k′, 2h+ k + k3 − k′
1 + k3 − k′, 1− 2h3 − k − k3 ; 1
)
×Γ(k−k2)Γ(k′−k4)Γ(k′−k3)Γ(2h3+k+k3)Γ(2h2+k2)Γ(2h4+k4)Γ(h+h′−h3)
k!k′!Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h′+k′)
×δh1+h2+k2−h−k δh+h3−h′+k+k3−k′ δh4+h5+k4−h′−k′ (3.37)
where q1 = z3 and q2 = z4/z3. Then we do k2, k3, k4 sums using 1st, 2nd and 3rd Kronecker deltas
respectively in the above expression. The result becomes
∼ z−2h33 zh−h3−h
′
3 z
h′−h4−h5
4
∑
k,k′
qk1q2
k′
k!k′!
×Γ(−h1+h+h2+k)Γ(h−h′+h3+k)Γ(−h+h′+h3+k′)Γ(h′+h4−h5+k′)
Γ(2h+k)Γ(2h′+k′)
12All the other possibilities can also be considered and computed with the suitable CG coefficients resulting in
expressions with the same coordinate dependence.
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×3F2
( −k,−k′, h+ h′ − h3
h− h′ − h3 − k′ + 1,−h + h′ − h3 − k + 1; 1
)
(3.38)
The hypergeometric function here can be rewritten using the (Shepperd’s) identity [33]
3F2
(−n, a, b
d, e
; 1
)
=
(e− a)n
(e)n
3F2
( −n, a, d− b
d, a+ 1− n− e ; 1
)
(3.39)
as
3F2
( −k,−k′, h+ h′ − h3
h− h′ − h3 − k′ + 1,−h + h′ − h3 − k + 1; 1
)
=
Γ(h− h′ + h3 + k − k′)Γ(h− h′ + h3)
Γ(h− h′ + h3 − k′)Γ(h− h′ + h3 + k) 3F2
( −k,−k′,−2h′ − k′ + 1
h− h′ − h3 − k′ + 1, h3 + h− h′ − k′ ; 1
)
(3.40)
Finally we get the holomorphic part of the 5-point block in the form
∼ z−2h33 zh−h3−h
′
3 z
h′−h4−h5
4
∞∑
k,k′=0
Fk,k′q
k
1q2
k′ (3.41)
where
Fk,k′ =
1
k!k′!
Γ(h+ h2 − h1 + k)Γ(h′ + h4 − h5 + k′)
Γ(2h+ k)Γ(2h′ + k′)
τk,k′ (3.42)
with
τk,k′ =
Γ(h3 − h+ h′ + k′)Γ(h3 + h− h′ + k − k′)
Γ(h3 + h− h′ − k′)
×3F2
( −k,−k′,−2h′ − k′ + 1
h− h′ − h3 − k′ + 1, h3 + h− h′ − k′ ; 1
)
(3.43)
which apart from a purely hi-dependent pre-factor is exactly identical to the one obtained in
[32]. The anti-holomorphic part can also be computed on similar lines and put together with the
holomorphic part to find the contribution of the OWN in Fig.(5) to the 5-point partial wave.
The 5-point block is a solution to two pairs of Casimir equations (two each for each of the two
intermediate edges) as discussed earlier. However just as in the case of the 4-point partial wave we
need impose only two Casimir equations. Then we have four OWN diagrams related to the one
in Fig.(5) under (h ↔ h¯) or (h′ ↔ h¯′) all of which solve these two equations. Again the generic
solution would be a linear combination of all four solutions and one would have to pick appropriate
combinations depending on the boundary conditions one imposes.
Now that we have demonstrated our method at work successfully one can in principle com-
pute straightforwardly the higher point (global) blocks as well as the partial waves for a given
decomposition of that higher point function of primaries.
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4 Discussion
We have considered open Wilson network operators that can be defined using the gauge connection
(1.4) made of the spin-connections and the vielbeins in the first order formulation of gravity
with negative cosmological constant and showed that with their end points on the boundary they
compute the (global) partial waves and conformal blocks of the dual CFT.
We restricted to computing the expectation values of the OWN operators in the semiclassical
limit by simply evaluating them in the background of the AdS space. We have shown that they do
satisfy the expected differential equations and developed methods to compute them. The compu-
tations in d = 2 case are presented explicitly till the 5-point block involving primary operators of
arbitrary spin and shown to agree exactly with the previously known results. Our results should
be seen as complementary to the ones of [20].
Note that our prescription to compute conformal blocks and partial waves did not require
putting any input of the actual interactions of the relevant bulk fields. One should have expected
this as these quantities are determined solely by the symmetries and not the dynamics of the CFT.
It should be pointed out that at the end our computations in the beginning of section 3 resulted in
a prescription to obtain the global blocks which didn’t really involve the bulk. Various components
involved in the construction could have been obtained simply on the boundary CFT side. This
must also be seen as a reflection of the kinematical nature of the conformal blocks.
People have used particle description to compute (at least in the classical limit, see for instance,
[34, 35]) Wilson line operator expectation values in the context of computing the entanglement
entropy and classical blocks. It will be interesting to find the translation between the particle
language and ours in terms of open Wilson networks.
We have not normalised the CG coefficients as we have been interested in computing the
dependence on the cross ratios first. One expects additional phases to appear when one goes from
one orientation to another for a given graph as well as under permutations of the end points. This
may be relevant when one considers spin networks with braiding and knots [26].
We have restricted to computing only the global blocks. One should like to be able to compute
the Virasoro blocks and in different backgrounds relevant to heavy-light and classical limits of the
Virasoro blocks [36]. The quantum corrections to the classical answers provided here should corre-
spond to computing sub-leading corrections to the large-c limit [34]. Graphs with the same number
of external legs but more complicated internal structure (such as loops etc.) may conceivably be
relevant in the computation of the quantum corrections. In this connection the relation to sl(2,C)q
will be interesting to explore [37] (see also [38]).
We can in principle consider blocks with external operators being descendants of primaries.
We expect that the OWNs with m values other than m = j (for ingoing) or m = −j (for outgoing)
to correspond to some of these. The question of how to compute partial waves for the Virasoro
descendants of primaries remains open. It is possible that one has to consider cap states to belong
to representations of the twisted diagonal combination of the two Virasoro algebras that emerge
as the asymptotic symmetry algebra of the bulk theory as suggest in [37] in the context of bulk
local fields. It will be interesting to explore this issue further.
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We took the boundary to be R2 in section 3. We can easily take it to be either S2, H2 or
S1 × R. Also one could consider expectation values of the OWNs in a highly excited state by
replacing the bulk with the appropriate geometry (such as a conical singularity or a BTZ black
hole). It will be interesting to consider the case of the boundary being any Riemann surface as
well.
Most of what we have presented here can be generalised to dimensions higher than three (i.e,
d > 2) and we hope to present the results elsewhere soon [39]. Our original motivation is the case
of higher spin theories in three and higher dimensions. We would like to generalise our construction
to address questions in these theories on our lines. The authors of [40, 41] have considered wilson
lines in these theories in the context of holographic entanglement entropy and the conformal blocks.
We hope to be able to report progress on this front in the near future.
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A Some Group Theory
In this appendix we review some necessary group theory for the computations we have done in the
text. Let us begin by setting our conventions of so(1, 3) algebra and its representations. We take
its generators to be Mµν with the algebra:
[Mαβ ,Mγδ] = ηαδMβγ + ηβγMαδ − ηαγMβδ − ηβδMαγ (A.1)
where µ, ν, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3 and η = diag{−1, 1, 1, 1}. One way of writing this algebra is as so(1, 3) =
su(2)⊕ su(2) with the generators:
J
(±)
1 =
1
2
(−iM23 ±M01), J (±)2 =
1
2
(−iM31 ±M02), J (±)3 =
1
2
(−iM12 ±M03) (A.2)
with the algebra
[J (±)a , J
(±)
b ] = i ǫabcJ
(±)
c , [J
(±)
a , J
(∓)
b ] = 0. (A.3)
Working with unitary representations for each SU(2) factor provides a finite dimensional non-
unitary representation of so(1, 3). So a general finite dimensional non-unitary representation is
labeled by two half-integers (j1, j2). We are interested in constructing representations of the “diag-
onal” SU(2) out of these representations labeled by one single j. Another way to write the algebra
of so(1, 3) is as sl(2,R)⊕ sl(2,R) with the generators:
J
(±)
1 =
i
2
(−iM23 ±M01), J (±)2 =
i
2
(−iM31 ±M02), J (±)0 =
1
2
(−iM12 ±M03) (A.4)
with the algebra
[J (±)a , J
(±)
b ] = i ǫab
cJ (±)c , [J
(±)
a , J
(∓)
b ] = 0. (A.5)
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with ǫ012 = 1 and ηab = diag{−1, 1, 1} used to raise and lower indices. Working with unitary
representations of each sl(2,R) factor provides infinite dimensional but non-unitary representations
of so(1, 3). These generators of sl(2,R) can be mapped to the standard ones used in the 2d CFT
language by defining:
L0 = −J (+)0 , L1 = i(J (+)1 + i J (+)2 ), , L−1 = −i(J (+)1 − i J (+)2 )
L¯0 = J
(−)
0 , L¯1 = −i(J (−)1 − i J (−)2 ), L¯−1 = i(J (−)1 + i J (−)2 ) (A.6)
which satisfy the algebra:
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n, [L¯m, L¯n] = (m− n) L¯m+n, [Lm, L¯n] = 0. (A.7)
The representation where the generators have the hermiticity properties:
L†0 = L0, L
†
1 = L−1; L¯
†
0 = L¯0, L¯
†
1 = L¯−1 (A.8)
is the relevant one for us here. We will consider the unitary highest (lowest) weight representation
of each of these two sl(2,R) as in, for instance, [27, 29]. The sub-algebra so(3) in so(1, 3) is
generated by:
L0 − L¯0 = iM12, L1 + L¯−1 = iM23 + M13, L−1 + L¯1 = −iM23 +M13 (A.9)
The rest of the generators are
−M03 = L0 + L¯0, M01 + iM02 = −L1 + L¯−1, M01 − iM02 = L−1 − L¯1 (A.10)
So the finite dimensional representation of the “local Lorentz algebra” so(3) are thus associated
to the finite dimensional non-unitary representation of the twisted diagonal sl(2,R) generated by
Ln − (−1)nL¯−n for n = −1, 0, 1.
We are interested in decomposing each of the representations of so(1, 3) given by the tensor
product of the infinite dimensional unitary representation of each of the sl(2,R) algebras in so(1, 3)
into a given irreducible representation of the twisted diagonal sl(2,R) sub-algebra.
The fundamental (and the defining representation) of the Lorentz algebra so(1, 3) is the vector
representation in which we take the generators to be 4× 4 real trace-less matrices given by:
(Mab)
α
β = δ
α
a ηbβ − δαb ηaβ (A.11)
with η−1(−MTµν)η = Mµν . The 6× 6 adjoint representation is given by
(Mab)
gh
mn = ηan(δ
g
b δ
h
m − δgmδhb ) + ηbm(δgaδhn − δgnδha ) (A.12)
−ηam(δgb δhn − δgnδhb )− ηbn(δgaδhm − δgmδha ) (A.13)
such that one has
[Mab,Mmn] =
1
2
(Mab)
gh
mnMgh = −
1
2
(Mmn)
gh
abMgh (A.14)
Defining O[ab][cd] = ηacηbd − ηadηbc and the identity matrix as I[ab][cd] = δcaδdb − δdaδcb we again have
O−1(−MT)O =M . At the level of the group elements in the adjoint representation this translates
to R[g−1] = O−1(R[g])TO where R[g] is the 6× 6 adjoint representation of the group element g.
There are two quadratic Casimirs of the Lie algebra so(1, 3):
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• (i) C(1)2 = M0cM0c − 12MabMab
• (ii) C(2)2 =M01M23 +M23M01 −M02M13 −M13M02 +M03M12 +M12M03.
Written in terms of the two sl(2,R) factors these read:
C
(1)
2 = C2 + C¯2, i C
(2)
2 = C2 − C¯2 (A.15)
or equivalently
C2 := 2L0L0 − {L1, L−1} = 1
2
[C
(1)
2 + i C
(2)
2 ], C¯2 := 2L¯0L¯0 − {L¯1, L¯−1} =
1
2
[C
(1)
2 − i C(2)2 ]
Hermitian representations of sl(2,R)
Let us review some facts regarding the hermitian representations of the algebra sl(2,R) as in [27].
The quadratic Casimir operator of the algebra [Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n is again
C2 = 2L0L0 − 2L0 − 2L−1L1 = 2L0L0 + 2L0 − 2L1L−1 (A.16)
Consider a state |h, 0〉 which is a highest weight state: L1|h, 0〉 = 0 and L0|h, 0〉 = h|h, 0〉 with
C2|h, 0〉 = 2h(h− 1)|h, 0〉. The rest of the states in this representation can be obtained by succes-
sively operating with L−1 starting from the highest weight state, that is |h, n〉 ∼ Ln−1|h, 0〉. Thus
we have states in this highest weight representation given by |h, n〉 such that
L0|h, n〉 = (h+ n)|h, n〉, C2|h, n〉 = 2h(h− 1)|h, n〉. (A.17)
which in-turn imply
L−1|h, n〉 =
√
(2h+ n)(n + 1) |h, n+ 1〉,
L1|h, n〉 =
√
n(2h+ n− 1) |h, n− 1〉. (A.18)
For a positive h there is no state |h, n〉 with a non-negative integer n which is annihilated by L−1
and so they are all infinite dimensional and unitary.
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
We need some more group theory - namely, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that appear in the
decomposition of the tensor product of two unitary representations of sl(2,R) algebra into other
unitary irreducible ones. We take the basis states of the tensor product of two irreducible repre-
sentations of sl(2,R) labeled by (the non-negative real numbers) h1 and h2 by |h1, n1〉⊗ |h2, n2〉 =
|h1, h2;n1, n2〉 which diagonalize {C(1)2 , C(2)2 , L(1)0 , L(2)0 } with the eigen values {2h1(h1−1), 2h2(h2−
1), h1 + n1, h2 + n2} respectively. The generators of sl(2,R) act on the tensor product as
Ln = L
(1)
n ⊗ I+ I⊗ L(2)n . (A.19)
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We make a change of basis to states |h1, h2; h, n〉 which diagonalize {C(1)2 , C(2)2 , C2, L0} with eigen
values {2h1(h1 − 1), 2h2(h2 − 1), 2h(h− 1), h+ n} respectively. We also have
L0|h1, h2; h, n〉 = (h+ n)|h1, h2; h, n〉
L−1|h1, h2; h, n〉 =
√
(2h+ n)(n + 1) |h1, h2; h, n+ 1〉,
L1|h1, h2; h, n〉 =
√
n(2h+ n− 1) |h1, h2; h, n− 1〉. (A.20)
Taking the matrix element of the operator L0 − L(1)0 − L(2)0 as
〈h1, h2; h, n|L0 − L(1)0 − L(2)0 |h1, h2;n1, n2〉 (A.21)
= (h+ n− h1 − n1 − h2 − n2)〈h1, h2; h, n|h1, h2;n1, n2〉 = 0 (A.22)
Imposes the condition
h− h1 − h2 = n1 + n2 − n. (A.23)
Given that n1, n2, n are integer the allowed values of h are discrete and integer spaced. On the
other hand considering the action of L1 gives:√
n(2h+ n− 1) 〈h1, h2;n1, n2|h1, h2; h, n− 1〉
=
√
(n1 + 1)(2h1 + n1) 〈h1, h2;n1 + 1, n2|h1, h2; h, n〉
+
√
(n2 + 1)(2h2 + n2) 〈h1, h2;n1, n2 + 1|h1, h2; h, n〉 (A.24)
and the action of L−1 gives:√
(n+ 1)(2h+ n) 〈h1, h2;n1, n2|h1, h2; h, n+ 1〉
=
√
n1(2h1 + n1 − 1) 〈h1, h2;n1 − 1, n2|h1, h2; h, n〉
+
√
n2(2h2 + n2 − 1) 〈h1, h2;n1, n2 − 1|h1, h2; h, n〉 (A.25)
when we write
|h1, h2; h, n〉 =
∞∑
m1,m2=0
|h1, h2, m1, m2〉〈h1, h2;m1, m2|h1, h2; h, n〉 (A.26)
and when |h1, h2, m1, m2〉 and |h1, h2; h, n〉 are basis vectors of unitary representations (as it is
when h1, h2, h > 0) one should impose∑
h,n
〈h1, h2;n1, n2|h1, h2; h, n〉〈h1, h2;m1, m2|h1, h2; h, n〉 = δn1,m1δn2,m2 (A.27)
Later on we will need explicit expressions for these CG coefficients. So let us derive them here (see
also [30]). To proceed let us first write the CG coefficient 〈h1, h2;n1, n2|h1, h2; h, n〉 as
〈h1, h2;n1, n2|h1, h2; h3, n3〉 = 1∏3
i=1
√
ki!(Γ(2hi + ki)
f(k1, k2; k3) (A.28)
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where the f’s satisfy
k3(2h3 + k3 − 1)f(k3 − 1)− f(k1 + 1)− f(k2 + 1) = 0 (A.29)
f(k3 + 1)− k1(2h1 + k1 − 1)f(k1 − 1)− k2(2h2 + k2 − 1)f(k2 − 1) = 0 (A.30)
modulo h1+k1+h2+k2−h3−k3 (as a consequence of the Kronecker delta in the CG coefficient).
There are two cases we have to consider carefully: h1+ h2− h3 ≥ 0 and h1+ h2− h3 ≤ 0. The CG
coefficients are:
f(k1, k2; k3) ∼ Γ(2h2 + k1 + k2)Γ(k3 − k2)k2! δh1+k1+h2+k2−h3−k3
×3F2
( −k1,−k3, h3 + h1 − h2
1 + k2 − k3, 1− 2h2 − k1 − k2 ; 1
)
for hi + hj ≥ hk or h3 + h1 ≤ h2
∼ (−1)k1 Γ(2h2+k1+k2)k2!
Γ(k2−k3+1)
δh1+k1+h2+k2−h3−k3
×3F2
( −k1,−k3, h3 + h1 − h2
1 + k2 − k3, 1− 2h2 − k1 − k2 ; 1
)
for h1 + h2 ≤ h3
∼ (−1)k3 Γ(k3−k2)k2!
Γ(h1−h2−h3+k3+1)
δh1+k1+h2+k2−h3−k3
×3F2
( −k1,−k3, h3 + h1 − h2
1 + k2 − k3, 1− 2h2 − k1 − k2 ; 1
)
for h2 + h3 ≤ h1 (A.31)
Substituting them (any of the above four cases) into the left hand side of (A.29) ((A.30)) comes
out to be proportional to δh1+k1+h2+k2−h3−k3+1 (δh1+k1+h2+k2−h3−k3−1) times
de3F2
(
a, b, c
d, e
; 1
)
+ a(c− d)3F2
(
a+ 1, b+ 1, c
d+ 1, e+ 1
; 1
)
+ d(a− e)3F2
(
a, b+ 1, c
d, e+ 1
; 1
)
where a = −k3, b = −k1 − 1, c = h3 + h1 − h2, d = −2h2 − k1 − k2 and e = 1 + k2 − k3 (a = −k1,
b = −k3 − 1, c = h3 + h1 − h2 = k2− k3− k1 − 1, d = k2 − k3 and e = 1− 2h2 − k1− k2) for either
case h1 + h2 ≥ h3 or h1 + h2 ≤ h3. Happily this vanishes identically (at least for when either a or
b is a negative integer as it is the case in our case). The interested reader may consult appendix D
for a proof of this identity.
Next we will establish two important relations satisfied by the CG coefficients of sl(2,R) and
the unitary representations of the algebra elements. First of them is
(L(h1)n )k1k′1C
h1h2;h
k′1k2k3
+ (L(h2)n )k2k′2C
h1h2;h
k1k′2k3
− Ch1h2;hk1k2k′3 (L
(h3)
n )k′3k3 = 0 (A.32)
where n = −1, 0, 1. To verify this first note that the matrix elements of the generators Ln are:
(L
(h)
0 )k,k′ = (h+ k)δk,k′,
(L
(h)
1 )k,k′ =
√
(k + 1)(2h+ k) δk,k′−1,
(L
(h)
−1)k,k′ =
√
k(2h+ k − 1) δk,k′+1 (A.33)
Taking the case of n = 0 implies that the CG coefficients vanish unless h1 + k1 + h2 + k2 = h+ k.
It is easily seen that for n = −1, 1 this identity follows simply from the recursion relations satisfied
by the CG coefficients. The second identity is
Rh1[g(x)]k1k′1 Rh2[g(x)]k2,k′2 C
h1h2;h
k′1k
′
2;k
′
3
Rh3 [g
−1(x)]k′3k3 = C
h1h2;h
k1k2;k3
(A.34)
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where Rh[g(x)] is the representation of the group element g(x) in the lowest weight representation
of sl(2,R) labeled by h. We will now prove it for an element of the SL(2,R) group of the form
g(x) = eω
a(x)La (summed over a = −1, 0, 1). Then we can write Rh[g(x)] =
∑∞
n=0
1
n!
ωa(L
(h)
a )n
where L
(h)
a is the representation of the generator La in representation labeled by h. To establish
this identity we look at terms involving a fixed number of parameters ωa. To the order O(ω0a) the
right hand side is already taken care of. At the O(ω1a) the terms sum to zero from (A.32). At the
O(ω2a) we have
ωaωb
[1
2
(L(1)a L
(1)
b )k1k′1C(k
′
1) +
1
2
(L(2)a L
(2)
b )k2k′2C(k
′
2) +
1
2
C(k′3)(L
(3)
a L
(3)
b )k′3k3
+(L(1)a )k1k′1(L
(2)
b )k2k′2C(k
′
1, k
′
2)− (L(1)a )k1k′1C(k′1, k′3)(L
(3)
b )k′3k3 − (L(2)a )k2k′2C(k′2, k′3)(L
(3)
b )k′3k3
]
=
1
2
ωa(L(1)a )k1k′′1 ω
b
[
(L
(1)
b )k′′1 k′1C(k
′
1) + (L
(2)
b )k2k′2C(k
′′
1 , k
′
2)− C(k′′1 , k′3)(L(3)b )k′3k3
]
+
1
2
ωa(L(2)a )k2k′′2 ω
b
[
(L
(2)
b )k′′2 k′2C(k
′
2) + (L
(1)
b )k1k′1C(k
′
1, k
′′
2)− C(k′′2 , k′3)(L(3)b )k′3k3
]
+
1
2
ωb
[
C(k′3)(L
(3)
b )k′3k′′3 − (L
(1)
b )k1k′1C(k
′
1, k
′′
3)− (L(2)b )k2k′2C(k′2, k′′3)
]
ωa(L(3)a )k′′3 k3
And using the identity (A.32) each of the three terms vanishes. One can generalise this to any
higher order in powers of ωa’s establishing the identity we claimed. The term of O(ωn+1) is∑
n1+n2+n3=n+1
(−1)n3
n1!n2!n3!
[(ωaL(1)a )
n1 ]k1k′1 [(ω
bL
(2)
b )
n2 ]k2k′2C(k
′
1, k
′
2; k
′
3)[(ω
cL(3)c )
n3 ]k′3k3
=
1
n+ 1
ωd(L
(1)
d )k1k′1
∑
n1+n2+n3=n
(−1)n3
n1!n2!n3!
[(ωaL(1)a )
n1 ]k′1k′′1 [(ω
bL
(2)
b )
n2]k2k′2C(k
′′
1 , k
′
2; k
′
3)[(ω
cL(3)c )
n3]k′3k3
+
1
n+ 1
ωd(L
(2)
d )k2k′2
∑
n1+n2+n3=n
(−1)n3
n1!n2!n3!
[(ωaL(1)a )
n1 ]k1k′1 [(ω
bL
(2)
b )
n2]k′2k′′2C(k
′
1, k
′′
2 ; k
′
3)[(ω
cL(3)c )
n3]k′3k3
− 1
n+ 1
ωd(L
(3)
d )k′3k3
∑
n1+n2+n3=n
(−1)n3
n1!n2!n3!
[(ωaL(1)a )
n1 ]k1k′1 [(ω
bL
(2)
b )
n2]k2k′2C(k
′
1, k
′
2; k
′′
3)[(ω
cL(3)c )
n3 ]k′′3 k′3
Therefore assuming the relation to be true at nth order means it is true at order n + 1th order.
This establishes the identity we want.
B Proof of eq.(2.7)
For this, let us define the vector operator (an element of the Lie algebra):
ξµ = e
a
µ g
−1M0a g. (B.1)
and calculate Dµξν = ∂µξν − Γλµνξλ. One can show using the equations satisfied by g and g−1 (2.3,
2.6) that
∂µξν = (∂µe
a
ν + ωµ
acecν) g
−1M0ag +
1
l
eaµe
b
ν g
−1Mabg = Γ
λ
µνe
a
λ g
−1M0ag +
1
l
eaµe
b
ν g
−1Mabg
(B.2)
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where we have used ∂µe
a
ν + ωµ
acecν − Γλµνeaλ = 0. This implies
Dµξν =
1
l
eaµe
b
ν g
−1Mabg . (B.3)
Taking the symmetric part clearly shows that the vector operators ξµ satisfy the Killing vector
equations Dµξν+Dνξµ = 0. This result generalises how one obtains Killing vectors from bilinear of
Killing spinors to arbitrary representations of the local lorentz group. This Killing vector operator
can be expanded into a linear combination of the generators
ξµ = e
a
µ
[
(R[g−1])0b0aM0b +
1
2
(R[g−1])bc0aMbc
]
(B.4)
where R[g−1] is the representation of g−1 in the adjoint representation. One can raise the index on
the Killing operator as ξµ = Eµa g
−1M0ag:
ξµ = Eµa
[
(R[g−1])0b0aM0b +
1
2
(R[g−1])bc0aMbc
]
. (B.5)
This enable one to immediately read out the components of the Killing vectors
(l[αβ])µ = l Eµa (R[g
−1])αβ0a (B.6)
or equivalently
(l[αβ])
µ = −l Eµa (R[g−1])αβ0a = −l Eµa (R[g])0aαβ (B.7)
C 3-point function - details
The answer for the three point function of three primary operators in a CFT is
〈O(h1,h¯1)(z1, z¯1)O(h2,h¯2)(z2, z¯2)O(h3,h¯3)(z3, z¯3)
=
C123
zh1+h2−h312 z
h2+h3−h1
23 z
h3+h1−h2
13 z¯
h¯1+h¯2−h¯3
12 z¯
h¯2+h¯3−h¯1
23 z¯
h¯3+h¯1−h¯2
13
(C.1)
Without loss of generality we assume h3 ≥ h1, h2. Then it is clear that h3 + h1 − h2 ≥ 0 and
h3 + h2 − h1 ≥ 0 with h1 + h2 − h3 taking either sign. We consider h1 + h2 − h3 ≥ 0 case first
– which we further assume to be an integer k ∈ Z≥0. Let us expand the holomorphic part of the
right hand side of (C.1) as follows:
zh3−h1−h22 z
−2h3
3
∞∑
ni=0
Γ(h1+h2−h3+n3)
Γ(h1+h2−h3)
Γ(h2+h3−h1+n1)
Γ(h2+h3−h1)
Γ(h3+h1−h2+n2)
Γ(h3+h1−h2)
z
n2+n3
1
n1!
z
n1−n3
2
n2!
z
−n1−n2
3
n3!
(C.2)
up to the phase factor (−1)h1+h2+h3. We want to recover this from the computation of our spin-
network.
∞∑
ki=0
[
(−1)−h12 e−ρh1zk11
√
Γ(2h1+k1)
k1!Γ(2h1)
]
×
[
(−1)−h22 e−ρh2zk22
√
Γ(2h2+k2)
k2!Γ(2h2)
]
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×
[
(−1)h32 e−ρh3z−2h3−k33
√
Γ(2h3+k3)
k3!Γ(2h3)
]
×
× Γ(k3−k2)k2!Γ(2h2+k1+k2)Γ(h3+h1−h2)√
k1!k2!k3!Γ(2h1+k1)Γ(2h2+k2)Γ(2h3+k3)
3F2
( −k1,−k3, 2h1 + k1 + k2 − k3
1 + k2 − k3, 1− 2h2 − k1 − k2 ; 1
)
δk1+k2−k3+h1+h2−h3
∼ z−2h33
∞∑
ki=0
1
k1!k3!
Γ(2h2+k1+k2)Γ(k3−k2)
Γ(h1+h2−h3)Γ(2h2+k1+k2−k3) 3
F2
( −k1,−k3, 2h1 + k1 + k2 − k3
1 + k2 − k3, 1− 2h2 − k1 − k2 ; 1
)
× zk11 zk22 z−k33 δk1+k2−k3+h1+h2−h3
∼ z−2h33
∞∑
ki=0
min(k1,k3)∑
n=0
Γ(k3−k2−n)Γ(2h2+k1+k2−n)Γ(2h1+k1+k2−k3+n)
Γ(h1+h2−h3)Γ(2h2+k1+k2−k3)Γ(2h1+k1+k2−k3)
z
k1
1 z
k2
2 z
−k3
3
n!(k1−n)!(k3−n)!
δk1+k2−k3+h1+h2−h3
(C.3)
where we have used the explicit series representation of 3F2. Next we write k1 = n2 + n3, k3 =
n1 + n2 n = n2 and k2 = n1 − n3 + h3 − h1 − h2. Then the four sums can be reduced to
three sums over n1, n2, n3 at the expense of removing the Kronecker delta to obtain an expression
exactly proportional to (C.2). The anti-holomorphic part can be dealt with similarly. The case
of h1 + h2 ≤ h3 can also be considered and one can show that the correct functional form of the
three-point function can be recovered by using the suitable CG coefficient expression.
D A proof that (A.32) vanishes
We shall now prove the identity
de 3F2
(
a, b, c
d, e
; 1
)
= a(d− c) 3F2
(
a+ 1, b+ 1, c
d+ 1, e+ 1
; 1
)
+ d(e− a) 3F2
(
a, b+ 1, c
d, e+ 1
; 1
)
(D.1)
We begin by applying the identity [42]
a(b− c) 3F2
(
a + 1, a2, a3
b+ 1, c+ 1
; z
)
− c(b− a) 3F2
(
a, a2, a3
b+ 1, c
; z
)
+ b(c− a) 3F2
(
a, a2, a3
b, c+ 1
; z
)
= 0
at z = 113 to the right hand side of (D.1) to give
a(d− c)
[
e(d−a)
a(d−e) 3F2
(
a, b+ 1, c
d+ 1, e
; 1
)
− d(e−a)
a(d−e) 3F2
(
a, b+ 1, c
d, e+ 1
; 1
)]
+ d(e− a) 3F2
(
a, b+ 1, c
d, e+ 1
; 1
)
which further simplifies to
1
a(d− e)
[
ae(d− a)(d− c) 3F2
(
a, b+ 1, c
d+ 1, e
; 1
)
− ad(e− a)(e− c) 3F2
(
a, b+ 1, c
d, e+ 1
; 1
)]
(D.2)
Now we apply the identity [42]
b 3F2
(
a, a2, a3
b, b2
; z
)
− a 3F2
(
a+ 1, a2, a3
b+ 1, b2
; z
)
+ (a− b) 3F2
(
a, a2, a3
b+ 1, b2
; z
)
= 0
13we note here that in general the hypergeometric function 3F2 is not well defined at z = 1, but we will be using
it only for the case where a = −k3± 1, b = −k1± 1, c = h3+h1−h2± 1, d = −2h2−k1−k2± 1 and e = 1±k2−k3
in which case 3F2 is a polynomial and the limit is easily taken.
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at z = 1 to both terms of (D.2) to yield
de[(d−a)(d−c)−(e−a)(e−c)]
b(d−e) 3F2
(
a, b, c
d, e
; 1
)
− e(d−a)(d−c)(d−b)
b(d−e) 3F2
(
a, b, c
d+ 1, e
; 1
)
+ d(e−a)(e−c)(e−b)
b(e−d) 3F2
(
a, b, c
d, e+ 1
; 1
)
(D.3)
Finally we apply the identity [42]
(a+ (a2 + a3 − d− e)z) 3F2
(
a, a2, a3
d, e
; z
)
+ (d−a)(d−a2)(d−a3)
d(d−e) 3F2
(
a, a2, a3
d+ 1, e
; z
)
+
(e−a)(e−a2)(e−a3)
e(e−d) 3
F2
(
a, a2, a3
d, e+ 1
; z
)
− a(1− z) 3F2
(
a+ 1, a2, a3
d, e
; z
)
= 0
to (D.3) at z = 1 to get
de
b
[(d+ e− a− c) + (a+ b+ c− d− e)] 3F2
(
a, b, c
d, e
; 1
)
= de 3F2
(
a, b, c
d, e
; 1
)
which proves our claim.
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